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Editors can  
Mark for review

Writers can comment and
refer to others with
"@other_user_name"

 
Unsupported
Not a claim
Unclear
Vulgar/abusive
Duplicate claim
Unrelated
More than one claim
Move elsewhere

Viewers can suggest
comments or changes

How can you shape a Kialo
discussion?

One thesis or many? Public or closed
group?

Equal Peers or rigid
moderation?

Open voting, secret
voting, or no voting?

Authors visible or
anonymous?

Writer

Has the right to create, move, edit or delete own
claims, as well as link claims in other locations in the

discussion. Writers can comment on any claims in
the discussion, and message the discussion chat. 

Start with a  
controversial discussion  
that led to nothing so far

Create a "should we 
use this" discussion  

  for early stakeholders

Invite  
initial users  
as Writer

Set up a meeting to walk
testers through the  

more advanced features

How to start Kialo in an organization?

You can rate the claim's
impact with a high value

(if voting is enabled)

What can you do 
 if you like a claim?

You can thank the author
for his contribution by

clicking the ❤

What is a Kialo discussion?

There can only be one owner of a discussion.  
An owner has full processing rights.
 

Owner

A Discussion

A Thesis (can be one
or many) - not a

question

A Pro Claim
for the Pro

Claim

A Con Claim
for the Pro

Claim

A Pro Claim
for the Con

Claim

A Pro Claim

A Con Claim

A Claim with Impact on it's
parent (because someone

voted on it)

A Con Claim
for the Con

Claim

public private
Anyone can be a viewer.

Other roles will be
assigned by Owner or

Admin

All users must be
invited

Viewer
Has limited rights but can vote. Viewers can
suggest claims and comments, which must be

approved by admins. 

What can you do  
if a claim does not fit?

Able to create, edit, move, and delete all claims
in a discussion, as well as mark claims for review. 

There can be multiple admins in a discussion.
They can do anything except changing the owner.

Kialo is an easy to use, yet powerful tool to engage in thoughtful discussion,
understand different points of view, and help with collaborative decision-making. 

We show you here how it works.

Admin

Editor

What is the
structure of a

Kialo discussion?

How to write
a good claim?

Make one point at a time.

Keep claims short,
simple and to the

point. 

Keep claims
directly relevant
to their parent.

Use research,
evidence and facts

to support your
claims.

Use logic to
support your

claims. 

Define acronyms in
each claim where you

use them. 

Establish a
consistent style of

writing 


